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ABSTRACT
People are thirsty for medical information. Existing Web search
engines often cannot handle medical search well because they do
not consider its special requirements. Often a medical information
searcher is uncertain about his exact questions and unfamiliar with
medical terminology. Therefore, he sometimes prefers to pose long
queries, describing his symptoms and situation in plain English, and
receive comprehensive, relevant information from search results.
This paper presents MedSearch, a specialized medical Web search
engine, to address these challenges. MedSearch uses several key
techniques to improve its usability and the quality of search
results. First, it accepts queries of extended length and reforms
long queries into shorter queries by extracting a subset of
important and representative words. This not only significantly
increases the query processing speed but also improves the quality
of search results. Second, it provides diversified search results.
Lastly, it suggests related medical phrases to help the user quickly
digest search results and refine the query. We evaluated
MedSearch using medical questions posted on medical discussion
forums. The results show that MedSearch can handle various
medical queries effectively and efficiently.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: search process
General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation
Keywords: medical query, medical Web search engine

1. INTRODUCTION
Health care is a major business in many countries. As has been
reported in [29], 16% of the gross domestic product (GDP) of the
United States came from the health care sector in year 2004. The
statistics for many other countries are similar: 10.9% in
Switzerland, 10.7% in Germany, 9.7% in Canada, and 9.5% in
France. As the baby boomer generation reaches their retirement
age and health care becomes more expensive, the percentage of
GDP spent on health care will continue to increase.
A large part of health care is related to the management and
retrieval of medical information. The widespread use of the Web
has radically changed the way people acquire medical information.
Every day, more Americans (6% of Internet users on an average
day) search for medical information on the Web than visiting
doctors [36]. Doctors themselves are increasingly using Web
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search engines to facilitate diagnosis because of the difficulty in
keeping up with the rapid development of medical knowledge
[13]. [21] reported that 79% of Internet users have searched for
medical information on the Web. Most of these users thought they
obtained useful information online, and were more willing to use
Web search engines rather than going to a particular health-related
Web site. Half of these users said that they would resort to the
Web first for their next health question. While not all the
information on the Web is valid, most doctors and patients believe
that access to such online resources is beneficial. This by no way
implies that the Web will replace doctors as a medical information
source someday. Instead, people use Web resources to better
prepare for doctors’ appointments and to better digest information
obtained from doctors afterwards. Due to the increasing lack of
new doctors and the retirement of baby-boomer doctors, the
interaction time between doctors and patients keeps shrinking, and
this trend is expected to continue in the foreseeable near future.
In response to this huge market need, Healthline [16], a popular
Web search engine for medical information, came into existence
in October 2005. Shortly thereafter, Google announced its own
medical Web search engine, Google Health [14], in May 2006.
There are also several other medical Web search engines [8, 35,
51]. While these systems have their own merits, they mostly treat
medical search in much the same way as traditional Web search.
Medical search has several unique requirements that distinguish
itself from traditional Web search. A common scenario in which a
person performs medical search is that he feels uncomfortable but
is uncertain about his exact medical problems. In this case, the
searcher usually prefers to learn all kinds of knowledge that is
related to his situation. However, existing medical Web search
engines are optimized for precision and concentrate their search
results on a few topics. This lack-of-diversity problem is
aggravated by the nature of medical Web pages. When discussing
a medical topic, many medical Web sites use similar, but not
identical, descriptions by paraphrasing contents in medical
textbooks and research papers. Hence, search results provided by
existing medical Web search engines often contain much semantic
redundancy, which cannot be easily handled by existing methods
for identifying near-duplicate documents [7] or result
diversification [11, 47, 48]. To find useful medical information,
the searcher often has to go through a large number of Web pages
laboriously.
Another unique feature of medical search is the necessity to
handle long queries appropriately. Most Internet users have little
medical knowledge. A medical information searcher is often
unclear about the problem that he is facing and unaware of the
related medical terminology, e.g., panophthalmitis. As a result, it
is difficult for him to choose a few accurate medical phrases as a
starting point for his search. Instead, considering the importance
of his health, the Web searcher is typically willing to take his time
to describe his situation in detail (e.g., his medical history, his

family medical history, where and how he feels uncomfortable,
and what happened in the last several days) by posing long
queries in plain English [20, 23, 39], much like the way he talks to
a doctor. Actually, the patient situation description in medical
case records is often several paragraphs to a few pages long (see
[22] for examples). Moreover, the recently launched medical Web
search engine Curbside.MD [8] encourages users to pose long,
detailed natural language queries.
A recent study on medical queries [40] has reported that
medical information searchers (1) tend to solicit specific medical
information by posing detailed queries, and (2) feel most
convenient to formulate searches as readable and understandable
queries. Because ordinary searchers do not understand how a Web
search engine works, these queries can contain many words
seemingly “useless” to Web search engines [40]. However,
putting aside such “useless” words, these queries still contain a
large number of “useful” words due to the complicated nature of
medical treatment. This can be illustrated by an analogy to the
medical expert system, where the user needs to answer more than
twenty questions in order to describe his situation in sufficient
detail [12, 43]. If answers to these questions are transformed into
a query Q, Q would easily contain 50-100 words. This is also
consistent with our observation that many medical questions
posted on medical forums contain several hundred words. Figure
1 shows one example of such queries.
www.medhelp.org/forums/RespiratoryDisorders/messages/2584.html

... My 23 month old son has been coughing since 6 months
old … Seems to be constantly on antibiotics for every kind of
chest infection, on pulmicort, albuterol 2x's a day, constant ear
infections (tubes, adnoids, and tonsils are scheduled), chronic
loose stools. Seen an allergist, he has lots of environmental
allergies, did all the mattres covers, rugs are gone, air purifier in.
All this to no avail. Chest xray showed streaking in the main
bronch tubes (?) perihilar stuff hazy areas, left lobe is alot grayer
than the right. … Went to pedi pulmonologist in Boston,
scheduled for sweat test on Friday, he doesnt think he has it, but
wants to rule out CF. He wants to do CT and bronchoscope next
week. Mentioned something about poss. deformed broch tubes,
or weak lung walls, or even a cyst compressing his lungs causing
this cough … what are the possibilities he has a verison of
pulmonary micobacterial infection? ...
Figure 1. An exemplary medical question posted on the
Med Help International Medical and Health Forum
(www.medhelp.org/forums.htm).
Even after stopword removal, the above query still cannot be
fed directly into most existing medical Web search engines,
because they impose certain limits on query length for various
reasons. For instance, the limits for Google and Healthline are 32
words [33] and 20 words [16], respectively. Google truncates long
queries whereas Healthline simply rejects long queries. Such a
low limit on query length is a serious obstacle for medical
information searchers. Curbside.MD [8] is one prominent
exception that is purposely designed to handle long medical
queries. The algorithms used in Curbside.MD remain proprietary.
A medical information searcher often prefers the search engine
to automatically suggest diversified, related medical phrases [4,
35, 45] that can help him quickly digest search results and refine
his query. However, this cannot be done with existing medical
Web search engines if the query is written using plain English

description and has a terminological discrepancy from medical
phrases.
In this paper, we present MedSearch, a prototype medical Web
search engine that addresses the aforementioned limitations of
existing systems. MedSearch uses several key techniques that
significantly improve its usability and the quality of search results.
First, MedSearch accepts queries of extended length and supports
the use of plain English description. This is a great convenience
for the majority of Internet users who do not have much medical
knowledge. MedSearch automatically rewrites long queries into
moderate-length queries by selectively dropping unimportant
terms (i.e., words). Since unimportant terms not only appear in a
large number of Web pages but also obscure the main theme of
the query, dropping them can both significantly increase the query
processing speed and improve the quality of search results [20].
Second, MedSearch returns diversified Web pages without
significantly increasing query processing time or deteriorating the
quality of the returned top Web pages, which allows the searcher
to see various aspects related to his situation. Third, MedSearch
automatically suggests diversified medical phrases, ordered by
their relevance to the query, to the searcher. These medical
phrases are extracted and ranked based on multiple sources: the
standard MeSH [28] medical ontology, the collection of crawled
Web pages, and the query itself.
There are several key challenges in designing MedSearch. In
order to rewrite long queries into moderate-length queries, we
must aggressively drop unimportant terms yet avoid losing much
useful information. In providing diversified search results, one
major challenge is to efficiently handle the excessive redundancy
among different medical Web pages. When ranking the suggested
medical phrases, we need to resolve the terminological
discrepancy between medical phrases and queries written in plain
English. For this purpose, a set of representative Web pages are
computed offline for each medical phrase. (Note that the number
of medical phrases is limited and does not grow with the corpus
size.) Since a large part of these high-quality representative Web
pages are written in plain English, they provide good linkages
between medical terminology and plain English words. The
relevance between a query Q and a medical phrase M is computed
as a function of the relevance scores between Q and M’s
representative Web pages. Then all the suggested medical phrases
are sorted in descending order of their relevance scores.
With the capability of searching both relevant Web pages and
related medical phrases, MedSearch can assist a patient
throughout the entire process of medical treatment:
(1) The patient can use MedSearch to facilitate preliminary selfdiagnosis.
(2) The patient can use MedSearch to better prepare for doctor’s
appointments.
(3) During the appointment, the doctor may not explain
everything in great detail. After coming back home, the
patient can use MedSearch to help him digest the information
that he does not fully understand.
(4) If the patient’s situation is puzzling, even the doctor may not
be able to provide a satisfactory solution. In this case, the
patient can use MedSearch to find more information and
clarify his symptom description. For example, it has been
reported (www.webmd.com/content/pages/12/50275) that a
patient could not get her ear problem solved for seven years
because of miscommunication between her and the doctor.
Later, she found through Web search a medical phrase
(pulsatile tinnitus) that accurately describes her symptom,

and then consulted the right specialist who immediately
cured her ear problem.
We crawled a large number of medical Web pages from the
Internet and evaluated the effectiveness of our techniques using
medical questions that people posted on a medical forum. Our
results show that MedSearch can process long queries efficiently,
at a speed roughly comparable to that of existing medical Web
search engines in processing short queries. Our experiments also
show that user satisfaction is crucially tied to MedSearch’s
capability of returning diversified Web pages and suggesting
diversified, related medical phrases that help users quickly
understand the returned pages and refine their queries.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
some background on information retrieval. Section 3 presents the
details of our techniques. Section 4 evaluates the effectiveness of
our techniques under a wide variety of query scenarios. We
conclude in Section 5. A 2-page preliminary version of this paper
has appeared in [50].

2. BACKGROUND ON OKAPI
In this section, we review Okapi [34], an advanced method for
ranking documents. In Section 3, we will show how MedSearch
extends this method to work for medical search.
Consider a query Q and a collection of documents C. For each
term t in the vocabulary and a document D∈C, Okapi uses the
following formulas:
(f1) term frequency (tf) weight
wtf = ( k1 + 1)tf /{k1[(1 − b) + b × dl / avdl ] + tf } ,
(f2) inverse document frequency (idf) weight
widf = ln[( N − df + 0.5) /(df + 0.5)] ,
(f3) query term frequency weight
wqtf = (k 3 + 1)qtf /(k 3 + qtf ) ,
(f4) term weight wt = wtf × widf × wqtf ,
(f5) scoreD , Q =

∑ t∈D, Q wt .

Here tf is t’s frequency (i.e., number of occurrences) in D, qtf is
t’s frequency in Q, N is the total number of documents in C, df is
the number of documents in C that contain t, dl is the length of D
in bytes, and avdl is the average length (in bytes) of all the
documents in C. b, k1, and k3 are three predetermined constants.
Typically, as suggested in [37], b=0.75, k1 = 1.2 , and
1 ≤ k3 ≤ 1000 . As described in Section 3.3 below, our MedSearch
chooses k 3 = 1 . For each document D∈C, Okapi computes its
relevance score with Q as that in equation f5, i.e., the sum of term
weights of all the terms that appear in both D and Q.

3. HANDLING MEDICAL QUERIES
MedSearch is designed to assist ordinary Internet users who are
unfamiliar with medical terminology and have limited medical
background. Such users often are unclear about what they are
looking for, especially during the early stage of medical treatment.
Naturally they will pose long queries that describe their symptoms,
medical history, etc., in detail using plain English. On the other
hand, medical Web pages often are written by professionals and
typically contain many medical jargons. The resulting gap
between the medical terminology and the fuzzy queries in daily
language presents a grand challenge for medical search.

To address this challenge, MedSearch makes use of the Medical
Subject Headings (MeSH) ontology [28], a standard vocabulary
edited by the National Library of Medicine and widely used for
indexing and cataloging biomedical and health-related documents.
The MeSH ontology is organized into a tree structure, whose
branches correspond to different categories of medical phrases.
MedSearch uses the information in the branches of the MeSH tree
that correspond to categories A~G (i.e., anatomy, organism,
diseases, chemicals and drugs, analytical, diagnostic and
therapeutic techniques and equipment, psychiatry and psychology,
biological sciences), as the other branches (e.g., humanities) do
not contain the medical phrases that searchers care about. As we
will see shortly, we use this ontology to identify medical phrases
in the returned top Web pages and to rank medical phrases based
on their relevance to the original query.
MedSearch crawls Web pages from a few selected, high-quality
medical Web sites rather than all the Web sites. Such a vertical
search engine [10] approach is also adopted by both Healthline
[16] and Google Health [14], because a general-purpose search
engine (e.g., Google) that collects pages from the entire Web can
suffer from the disturbance of many low-quality pages in the
search results [27].

3.1 User Interface
The user interface of MedSearch contains two parts: the query
interface and the answer interface. In a traditional Web search
engine, most input queries are short (e.g., containing less than ten
words). Hence, the query interface, which accepts the input query
from the searcher, is usually a single-line text field. In contrast,
MedSearch accepts queries of extended length and uses a multiline text area as the query interface [23, 38].
Element 1
Suggested
Element 2
medical
…
phrases
Element 10
Result Page
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ► Next

Title
Snippet
URL

(a) high-level answer format
(b) element format
Figure 2. The answer interface of MedSearch.
Figure 2 shows the format of MedSearch’s answer interface.
Similar to existing Web search engines, MedSearch organizes
answers to a medical query into one or more result pages. Each
result page contains ten elements. An element corresponds to a
Web page P and contains the title, the snippet (i.e., some words
extracted from P), and the URL of P. In addition, suggested
medical phrases are listed on the right side of the result page. All
these medical phrases belong to the MeSH ontology. Depending
on the searcher’s requirement, these medical phrases can be
organized into different categories (e.g., diseases, treatments,
drugs, organs) according to the classification in the MeSH
ontology. When the searcher moves the mouse to a medical
phrase M, the explanation of M that comes from the annotation
field in the MeSH ontology is automatically displayed. This helps
the searcher understand these suggested medical phrases.

3.2 Overview of Our Approach
Let C denote the collection of all the Web pages crawled by
MedSearch. As standard pre-processing steps in Web information
retrieval, for the Web pages in C, (1) all the HTML comments,

JavaScript code, tags, and non-alphabetic characters are removed
[17], (2) stopwords are removed by using the standard SMART
stopword list [42], and (3) a forward index If and an inverted
index Ii are built using the single-term vocabulary. In addition,
another forward index I′f that contains only medical phrases is
built for the Web pages in C. MedSearch uses I′f to suggest related
medical phrases to the searcher.
MedSearch processes a medical query Q in the following steps:
Step 1: Remove stopwords from Q.
Step 2: Rewrite Q into a moderate length if it is too long.
Step 3: Produce search result pages.
Step 4: Generate snippets.
Step 5: Suggest related medical phrases.

3.3 Step 2: Rewriting Long Queries
As mentioned in the introduction, a medical query that uses
plain English description can easily contain hundreds of terms
even after stopword removal. In general, given a query Q, existing
Web search engines use one of two methods to limit the number
of Web pages that need to be considered in ranking Web pages:
(1) Only Web pages that contain all the terms in Q are
considered, by intersecting those inverted lists in the inverted
index Ii that correspond to all the distinct terms in Q.
(2) All the Web pages that contain at least one term in Q are
considered, by computing the union of those inverted lists in
Ii that correspond to all the distinct terms in Q.
Since almost none of the Web pages in the collection C contains
all the terms in Q, the first approach is unsuitable for long medical
queries. Hence, MedSearch uses the second approach.
We notice that in a typical, long medical query Q, many of Q’s
terms appear in a large number of Web pages in the collection C
but do not carry much useful information. Especially, some terms
can appear in 80%~90% of all the Web pages in C. As a result, if
we use the second approach without modification, then almost all
the Web pages in C need to be processed in answering a query,
which is not scalable as the corpus size grows. Moreover,
traversing the inverted lists in Ii that correspond to all the distinct
terms in Q can be rather time-consuming. This problem is unique
to medical search, as many medical queries are rather long and
written in plain English. It does not appear in short keyword
queries typically used in traditional Web search, where most
query keywords carry content-related information and only appear
in a small fraction of all the Web pages in C.
To avoid this problem, all existing medical Web search engines
artificially impose rather restrictive limits on query length. This is
particularly undesirable for medical search, as medical queries
tend to be long due to their inherent fuzziness. An alternative
solution is to ask the searcher to manually drop unimportant terms
from his query. However, that is not only inconvenient to the
searcher but also often impossible, as the importance of a term t
depends on t’s distribution in the collection C that is unknown to
the searcher. A more intelligent solution is for the search engine to
automatically identify and drop unimportant terms from long
queries so that the modified queries can be processed efficiently
without sacrificing the quality of search results. This is the query
rewriting method adopted in MedSearch.
The problem of handling (moderately) long queries has been
studied before [20, 39]. The general approach is to replace the
original query Q with its sub-queries that contain only a subset
(e.g., three or four) of Q’s terms. [20] proposed generating a few
“good” sub-query candidates by computing the mutual
information scores of all possible sub-queries of Q, and then

letting the user choose the final sub-query that is used to replace Q.
This method has two limitations: (1) it is prohibitive to enumerate
all possible sub-queries of long queries as those used in medical
search, and (2) short sub-queries cannot fully represent the
meanings of long queries. In contrast, [39] proposed using term
weighting to form short sub-queries from Q, where the number of
sub-queries increases super-linearly with the length of Q. These
short sub-queries are sent to the Web search engine, and their
retrieval results are merged to form the final result. Again, (1) the
method in [39] is prohibitive for long medical queries because it
submits many sub-queries to the Web search engine, and (2) short
sub-queries cannot fully represent the meanings of long queries.
Next, we describe our query rewriting method in detail.
Consider a medical query Q that contains ||Q|| distinct terms.
MedSearch uses a length threshold lT to differentiate short queries
from long queries. If || Q ||< lT , MedSearch treats Q as a short
query and does not change Q. Otherwise, MedSearch treats Q as a
long query and automatically rewrites Q into a moderate-length
query Q′ by selectively dropping unimportant terms. In our
current implementation of MedSearch, the default value of lT is 10.
For all the terms in Q, their tf×idf values roughly reflect their
importance. These tf×idf values are computed using the Okapi
formula [34] that is reviewed in Section 2: wt , Q = wqtf × widf .
Then all the terms in Q are sorted in descending order of their
tf×idf values. Those terms that are ranked low are the candidates
to be dropped from Q. In Equation (f2) that computes wqtf, we set
k 3 = 1 . This reduces the influence of the query term frequency qtf
on wt , Q . Consequently, query terms with small idf values (i.e.,
those appearing in many Web pages) are less likely to have larger
tf×idf values than query terms with large idf values. As mentioned
before, keeping those query terms with small idf values in Q′ not
only slows down query processing but also deteriorates the quality
of search results, as irrelevant terms obscure the main theme of
the query.
To avoid overly long query processing time and improve the
quality of search results, we set an upper bound U on the length of
the modified query Q′. U is counted in the number of distinct
terms. Only the top m = min(U , || Q || × p ) terms in Q with the
largest tf×idf values are kept in Q′, where p is a constant. For each
term kept in Q′, its number of occurrences in Q′ is equal to that in
Q. In our current implementation of MedSearch, p=90%. In
practice, if U is too small, Q′ cannot capture enough information
in the original query Q. This will deteriorate the quality of search
results. On the other hand, if U is too large, query processing can
be rather slow. Also, the quality of search results will deteriorate
due to the large number of irrelevant terms in Q′. Our experiments
in Section 4.3 show that a good value for U is usually between 70
and 100. Note that the 32-word query length limit of Google
counts both repeated terms and stopwords. After removing
stopwords, the “effective” query length limit in Google that is
counted as the number of distinct terms is much smaller than 32.
Also, our method of dropping terms is more intelligent than the
brute-force truncation method used in Google.
Typically, unimportant terms appear in a large fraction of the
Web pages in the collection C while important terms appear in a
smaller fraction of the Web pages in C. Hence, if the lowestranked q% of the terms in a query Q are dropped, typically we can
reduce the number of Web pages that need to be processed for Q

by much more than q%. In other words, the query processing time
is reduced by a factor much larger than 1 /(1 − q %) .
In traditional information retrieval, most queries are short and
may not contain enough information for retrieving documents. To
improve the quality of search results, relevance feedback or query
expansion [3, 15] is used to add a limited number of relevant
terms into the original query. In contrast, in medical search, the
original query is often too long and contains many irrelevant
terms that obscure the main theme of the query. In this case,
dropping unimportant terms from the original query not only
significantly reduces the query processing time but also improves
the quality of search results.
The length upper bound U of modified queries affects the query
processing speed. The larger the U, the more slowly queries are
processed. When the system is heavily loaded, many Web search
engines dynamically modify query execution to reduce the load [5,
26]. Similarly, our method can dynamically adjust U to control
query processing time. The concrete method is as follows. The
system administrator specifies three constants E, I, and T. If the
average query processing time within the last I seconds is above E,
we consider the system is overloaded. Let [Umin, Umax] be the safe
range of U specified by the system administrator. When U is
within this range, the system administrator considers the quality of
search results to be acceptable. The goal of our algorithm is to
keep enough useful information in the modified queries without
overloading the system. Initially, U=Umax. At any time, U is
always kept within the range of [Umin, Umax]. Every T seconds, the
system checks whether it is overloaded. If it is overloaded and
U>Umin, U is decremented by one to reduce the system load.
Otherwise if the system is not overloaded and U<Umax, U is
incremented by one to increase the amount of useful information
in the modified queries.

3.4 Step 3: Diversifying Search Results
MedSearch uses the Okapi method that is reviewed in Section 2
to rank Web pages. However, only using the Okapi method will
concentrate the search results on a few topics. In the past, studies
have shown that searchers usually prefer diversified search results
[1, 11, 32, 47, 48]. The existing methods for result diversification
fall into three categories:
(1) Re-rank or cluster the returned top-L Web pages [11, 18].
(2) Generate from the original query a set of related queries, and
then use them to perform search [32].
(3) Rank all the Web pages according to a hybrid score that
combines both a dynamically computed relevance score and
a statically pre-computed diversity score [48].
These methods were initially developed for traditional Web
search. They did not consider the following unique properties of
medical search:
(1) As mentioned in the introduction, Web pages from medical
Web sites are highly redundant. The returned top-L Web
pages often cover only a few topics and sometimes cover
only a single topic. Regardless of how clustering or reranking is performed, it is unlikely to find enough diversified
search results from these top Web pages. This phenomenon
has been observed elsewhere before [18]. This problem
cannot be solved by simply increasing the number L of
returned top pages, as it is difficult to determine a proper
value of L for all queries. Also, when L is too large, online
clustering or re-ranking can be rather expensive for an
interactive medical Web search engine.

(2) The method in [32] learns related queries from query logs by
analyzing queries’ repetition pattern. Short queries may
repeat, but not long queries. Hence, the method in [32] does
not work for long queries that are frequently encountered in
medical search.
(3) In [48], the diversity score is also called the affinity ranking
(AR) score. The AR score of a Web page Pi is discounted by
the weighted AR scores of all the Web pages Pj that are
ranked before Pi according to certain information richness
~
criterion, where the weights M
are the normalized
i, j
~
similarity scores between Pi and Pj’s ( ∑ M
= 1 ). As
j i, j
mentioned before, Web pages from medical Web sites are
highly redundant. Consider a topic that is repeatedly
mentioned by a large set S of similar Web pages. For each
~ ’s are small, as they are normalized
Web page Di∈S, its M
i, j
by the contributions from the large number of Web pages in
S. Consequently, the top ranked Web pages (determined by
the information richness criterion) in S will have similar AR
scores, and the result diversification method in [48] cannot
work well for these Web pages.
To address the limitations mentioned above, MedSearch uses a
novel pre-clustering method to provide diversified search results
for medical queries. Our method does most computation offline,
and has minimal negative impacts on online query processing
speed and the quality of the returned top few Web pages. In a preprocessing step, all the Web pages in the collection C are
clustered into K clusters. Each of these K clusters roughly
corresponds to a different topic. For each Web page in C, its
cluster number is recorded in the forward index If and can be
easily retrieved. The system administrator specifies a constant J
(J<K and J=20 by default) that controls the diversity of search
results. When ranking Web pages, each cluster can contribute at
most one Web page to the returned top-J Web pages. In other
words, all the returned top-J Web pages belong to different
clusters and are sorted in descending order of their relevance
scores. This is done by recording the Web page with the highest
relevance score for each of the K clusters. Starting from the
(J+1)th page, the remaining returned Web pages are ranked in the
usual way, i.e., in descending order of their relevance scores.
Using this method, the searcher is likely to see different aspects in
the returned top-J Web pages. Moreover, many of these J Web
pages are likely to be relevant to the query, as these J Web pages
have the highest relevance scores in the corresponding clusters.
There is one exception in the above description. Suppose that
all the Web pages that are under consideration for the query Q
(see Section 3.3) belong to K′ clusters, where K ′ ≤ K . If K ′ < J ,
it is impossible for all the returned top-J Web pages to belong to
different clusters. In this case, we require that all the returned topK′ Web pages belong to different clusters.
MedSearch uses the K-means algorithm [41] to perform preclustering, as K-means is one of the most robust methods for
document clustering. How to estimate the optimal value of K and
how to update the clusters to handle continuously arriving
documents are orthogonal to our search result diversification
method, and there are some known solutions [9, 31, 46].
Nevertheless, we observed in our experiments (in Section 4.3) that
the performance of our system is not sensitive to the value of K as
long as K is within a reasonable range.

3.5 Step 4: Generating Snippets
After obtaining the search result Web pages, MedSearch uses
the standard passage retrieval technique [24] to generate a snippet
for each page. For each such snippet sn, MedSearch highlights in
sn the medical phrases and the top-3 common terms between sn
and the query Q that have the largest tf×idf values in Q.

3.6 Step 5: Suggesting Related Medical
Phrases
One unique issue in medical search is that searchers are
typically unfamiliar with medical terminology (e.g.,
panophthalmitis). Therefore, reading the returned Web pages can
be difficult and time-consuming, especially when the searcher
needs to refine his query multiple times before he eventually finds
the desired information. During such an iterative search process,
the quality of search results can be gradually improved by adding
accurate medical phrases into the query. However, this is difficult
to do for most searchers due to lack of medical knowledge.
To solve these problems, Healthline [16] automatically suggests
related medical phrases to the searcher based on his query. (But
Healthline does not provide any explanation of these suggested
medical phrases as what MedSearch does.) From the searcher’s
perspective, scanning these suggested medical phrases is much
faster than reading the returned Web pages, and can quickly help
query refinement. As a result, this feature of Healthline is highly
attractive to medical information searchers [4].
However, the method that Healthline uses to suggest related
medical phrases has several limitations. All the suggested, related
medical phrases come from a medical taxonomy that is manually
edited by 1,100 doctors over several years. For a given query,
Healthline suggests related medical phrases according to certain
rules. In neither the construction of the taxonomy nor the process
of suggesting related medical phrases does Healthline perform any
statistical analysis on the query or the crawled Web pages [4].
Obviously, this method is extremely labor-intensive and has
limited scalability. Moreover, Healthline rejects queries that
contain more than 20 words and does not suggest any related
medical phrase for them.
For short medical queries, [45] proposes a method that maps a
query Q into one or more medical phrases M with the smallest
editing distance from Q, and then recommends medical phrases
that are “semantically” close to M. This method is problematic for
long medical queries because of the difficulty of mapping a long
query into medical phrases solely based on editing distance.
To overcome the limitations of existing methods, MedSearch
uses a statistical method to suggest related medical phrases, by
analyzing medical phrases in the MeSH ontology, the crawled
Web pages, and the query. For each query, MedSearch suggests V
related medical phrases, where V is a constant specified by the
system administrator. To ensure a high probability that some of
these V medical phrases are desired by the searcher, V should not
be too small. On the other hand, to avoid overwhelming the
searcher and to fit the V medical phrases into the right side of the
answer interface (see Figure 2), V should not be too large either.
The default value of V in MedSearch is 60.
The suggestion process consists of two sub-steps. The first substep is to generate the candidate set S of related medical phrases.
The second sub-step is to rank the medical phrases in S. A main
challenge in the second sub-step is due to the fact that medical
phrases use medical terminology while the query uses plain
English description. Resolving this terminological discrepancy is

crucial to providing an appropriate ranking of the suggested
medical phrases. Next, we describe these two sub-steps in detail.

Sub-step 1 (generating candidate medical phrases)
In the first sub-step, MedSearch selects V medical phrases from
the returned top-J Web pages, where J is defined in Section 3.4.
As mentioned in [30, 49], the suggested medical phrases need to
be both relevant and diverse in order to provide the greatest
convenience to the searcher. Intuitively, to ensure that a medical
phrase M is relevant, it is better for M to appear in one of the
returned top Web pages with a large tf×idf value. To ensure
enough diversity in the list of suggested medical phrases, a single
Web page should not contribute too many medical phrases to that
list. We use a continuous discounting method to achieve these two
goals. Each time a medical phrase is selected from a Web page P,
a discount is given to the tf×idf values of the remaining medical
phrases in P. As a result, the more medical phrases have already
been selected from P, the less likely the remaining medical
phrases in P will be selected in the future. The concrete method is
as follows.
For each of the returned top-J Web pages, we find all its
medical phrases and compute their tf×idf values using the Okapi
formula that is reviewed in Section 2: wt , D = wtf × widf . In this
process, we do not consider the medical phrases in the query, as
the searcher already knows them. We obtain a list Lt of triplets
(medical phrase M, Web page P, tf×idf value wM , P ), and select
V distinct medical phrases from Lt to form a candidate set S. This
is done in V passes. In each pass, a medical phrase M′ with the
largest tf×idf value is selected from Lt. Then all the triplets with
the same medical phrase M′ are dropped from Lt, as we are only
interested in distinct medical phrases. For all the remaining
medical phrases in the Web page where M′ comes from, their
tf×idf values are discounted by a factor d that is specified by the
system administrator. The default value of d in MedSearch is 0.9.
Note that if the returned top-J Web pages contain V′ distinct
medical phrases and V ′ < V , we can only obtain V′ (rather than V)
medical phrases from these Web pages. Moreover, after a
discount has been given to the triplet ( M , P, wM , P ) several
times (i.e., the Web page P has already contributed several
medical phrases to the candidate set S), it will become difficult for
the medical phrase M to come out from P in the future. However,
if M exists in some other Web page P″ and no (or not much)
discount has been given to P″, M may still be able to come out
from P″ in the future.

Sub-step 2 (ranking medical phrases)
In the second sub-step, we rank all the medical phrases in the
candidate set S and present them to the searcher. A simple method,
which we call the tf×idf method, is to rank all these medical
phrases in the order that they are generated in the first sub-step.
As we will show in Section 4.4, the quality of the resulting order
is often unsatisfactory. This is because in a Web page P, those
medical phrases with the largest tf×idf values may not be relevant
to the query Q. For example, P has several aspects. One aspect is
related to Q but the medical phrases in P with the largest tf×idf
values describe the other aspects. A better method, which we call
the relevance score method, is to rank all these medical phrases in
descending order of their relevance scores for Q. Intuitively, this
method is reasonable but it cannot be implemented in a

straightforward way due to terminological discrepancy. We
cannot directly compute the relevance scores between Q and the
medical phrases in the candidate set S, because some medical
phrases in S are relevant to Q but simply do not appear in Q [52].
In general, there are two alternatives to address this
terminological discrepancy problem: (1) “translating” Q into
medical terminology, or (2) “translating” medical phrases into
plain English description. We find that the second approach is
more practical and adopt it in MedSearch. Our basic idea is to
convert each medical phrase M∈S into r representative Web pages,
where r is a constant. Many sections in the Web pages are written
using plain English description, which matches with the language
of the query Q. We compute the relevance score between M and Q
as a weighted average of the relevance scores between Q and M’s
representative Web pages. Unlike existing method [25] that
selects topic words to summarize the returned top documents, the
purpose of our algorithm is to give high ranks to the most relevant
medical phrases. This helps the searcher refine his query.
There are several ways to select the representative Web pages
for each medical phrase M in the MeSH ontology:
(1) We can ask medical experts to either manually select or
specifically write r representative Web pages for M. This
method can obtain high quality pages but is labor intensive.
(2) If the quality of the Web page collection C is good, we can
use M as the query and find the top-ranked r Web pages Ri
( 1 ≤ i ≤ r ) in C. These Web pages are expected to be
reasonably good and can serve as M’s representatives.
(3) If the overall quality of the collection C is limited (e.g.,
including spam), we cannot expect all the retrieved Ris’ to be
good and need an extra step to improve the Web page quality.
For MedSearch, our situation falls into the second case, as
MedSearch is a vertical search engine that crawls Web pages from
a few selected, high-quality Web sites. For each medical phrase M
in the MeSH ontology, we retrieve the top-ranked r Web pages in
C and use them as M’s representative Web pages. These Web
pages are recorded in a data structure and can be easily retrieved.
This procedure is done offline and does not affect the online query
processing time.
The relevance score between the query Q and a medical phrase
M∈S is computed as a weighted average of the relevance scores
between Q and M’s representative Web pages:
r

scoreM , Q = ∑ i =1 scoreRi , Q / i .
Here, the weight for the i-th (1 ≤ i ≤ r ) representative Web page
Ri is 1 / i , and Ri’s relevance score is computed using the Okapi
method. Then all the medical phrases in S are sorted in descending
order of their relevance scores for Q.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed techniques,
we conducted experiments using medical questions that people
posted on a medical discussion forum.

4.1 Setup
We crawled 20GB of Web pages from WebMD [44], one of the
most popular medical Web sites. WedMD covers the entire
medical domain fairly comprehensively and includes information
on various topics such as symptoms, diseases, drugs, and
treatments. We fed MedSearch with natural medical queries we
extracted from a well-known medical forum. Such posts on
medical forums might have different structures from medical

queries that users would send to a Web search engine. However,
we emphasize that both of them share the same key features, such
as long queries, plain English description, and lack of accurate
medical phrases, which are important in evaluating the
performance of our system. Moreover, there is currently no trace
of long medical queries as they cannot be accepted by existing
Web search engines. As our prototype system obtains more users
in the future, we plan to re-evaluate our system using real query
traces once they become available.
We selected 30 representative questions that people posted on a
popular medical forum, the Med Help International Medical and
Health Forum (www.medhelp.org/forums.htm). These 30 queries
cover a broad range of medical topics, including arthritis,
respiratory disorder, gastric disorder, neurological disorder,
cardiological disorder, eye disorder, dermatologic disorder,
ovarian cancer, family practice, and menopause. One such query
was shown earlier in Figure 1 in the Introduction.
Both relevance and diversity are judged using a single metric:
usefulness. A returned Web page P is useful if P is relevant to the
query, and much of P’s relevant content has not been mentioned
in the Web pages that are ranked higher. If P is useful, its
usefulness score scoreu ( P ) = 1 ; otherwise, scoreu ( P ) = 0 . A
similar definition of usefulness holds for the suggested medical
phrases.
For the returned top-20 Web pages Pi ( 1 ≤ i ≤ 20 ), their
weighted average usefulness score is defined as
20

avg _ scoreu = ∑ i =1 scoreu ( Pi ) / log(1 + i ) .
This is the NDCG metric used in [2, 19] for judging the quality of
Web search results when there are two integer relevance labels (0
and 1). For the suggested V=60 medical phrases, their weighted
average usefulness score is defined similarly. The mean of the
weighted average usefulness score over the 30 queries is the main
quality metric for the returned Web pages and the suggested
medical phrases.
Five colleagues served as assessors and independently
determined the usefulness scores of the returned Web pages and
the suggested medical phrases. None of them has formal medical
training. The default parameter values used in our techniques are
as follows: U=80 (the length upper bound of the modified query),
K=1,500 (the number of clusters used in the pre-clustering
method), and r=1 (the number of representative Web pages for
each medical phrase). Our experiments were performed on a
computer with one 1.6GHz processor, 1GB memory, and one
75GB disk.

4.2 An Example
To give the reader a feeling of the contents returned by
MedSearch, we present detailed results of the returned Web pages
and the suggested medical phrases for the particular query in
Figure 1. Table 1 shows the returned relevant Web pages. The
suggested relevant medical phrases include bronchoscopy (rank 1),
bronchitis (rank 2), sarcoidosis (rank 4), pneumonia (rank 9),
otitis media with effusion (rank 16), and severe acute respiratory
syndrome (rank 17). In general, for a medical query Q,
MedSearch can find several relevant Web pages and medical
phrases that cover multiple aspects of Q. These Web pages and
medical phrases can be related to various topics, such as diseases,
tests, examinations, drugs, and organs.

Table 1. Returned relevant Web pages.
URL
topic
www.webmd.com/content/chat_trans asthma

6
7
8
12
13
14
16

ear infection
spring allergies
acute bronchitis
sputum culture
sarcoidosis
tuberculosis
pneumonia
cough
chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease

4.3 Sensitivity Analysis of Parameter Values
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There are several important parameters used in our techniques.
In this section, we evaluate the impact of parameter values on the
quality of search results (i.e., returned Web pages and suggested
medical phrases) and query processing time by a set of
experiments. In each experiment, we varied the value of one
parameter while keeping the other parameters fixed.
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in the query). As U
increases,
more
terms are kept in the modified query Q′ and it takes longer to
process Q′. When U=80, the average query processing time is 0.6
second, which is 45% of the average query processing time when
the query rewriting method is not used. As will be shown in
Section 4.4, in this case, the weighted average usefulness score of
the query rewriting method is higher than that when the query
rewriting method is not used. Therefore, using an appropriate
value of U, the query rewriting method simultaneously improves
the quality of search results and reduces the query processing time.
average query
processing time (second)

cripts/1/108027.htm?printing=true
www.webmd.com/hw/ear_disorders/
hw184529.asp@printing=true
www.webmd.com/content/chat_trans
cripts/1/107597.htm?printing=true
www.webmd.com/hw/lung_disease/
hw32162.asp@printing=true
www.webmd.com/hw/lab_tests/hw5
693.asp@printing=true
www.webmd.com/content/article/10
5/107786.htm?printing=true
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07304.asp@printing=true
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others are not useful. In this case, ws1 = 3.3 , ws 2 = 5.4 ,
ws3 = 7.1 , and ws 4 = 8.5 .
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The first experiment concerns U, the length upper bound of the
modified query (see query rewriting in Section 3.3). The default
value of U is 80. We varied U from 20 to 120. For the returned
top-20 Web pages and the suggested 60 medical phrases, Figure 3
and Figure 4 show the impact of U on the weighted average
usefulness score, respectively. (Note that, to make figures in
Sections 4.3 and 4.4 more readable, the y-axis does not always
start from zero.) In general, when U is too small, not enough
information is kept in the modified query, which deteriorates the
quality of search results. When U is too large, many irrelevant
terms are included in the query and obscure its main point, which
also deteriorates the quality of search results. Our query rewriting
method achieves the best quality of search results when U is
between 70 and 100.
When U=80, the means of the weighted average usefulness
scores for the returned top-20 Web pages and the suggested 60
medical phrases are 7.9 and 6.1, respectively. We present a simple
calculation below to provide some intuition on these numbers. Let
wsi denote the weighted average usefulness score when the
returned top-i Web pages (or medical phrases) are useful while the
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Figure 7. Weighted average usefulness
score vs. K (medical phrase).

The second experiment concerns K, the number of clusters that
is used in the pre-clustering method (see Section 3.4). The default
value of K is 1,500. We varied K from 500 to 3,000. For the
returned top-20 Web pages and the suggested 60 medical phrases,
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the impact of K on the weighted
average usefulness score, respectively. In general, when K is too
small, relevant Web pages tend to gather in the same clusters.
Since each cluster contributes at most one Web page to the
returned top-20 Web pages, we cannot find enough relevant
search results from the top-20 clusters. When K is too large, the
clustering effect is not significant and we cannot find enough
search results that are both diversified and relevant. For the Web
page collection used in our experiment, a good setting for K is
between 1,000 and 2,000. As mentioned before, the problem of
estimating the optimal value of K is orthogonal to our search
result diversification method, and already has some known
solution [31].
The third experiment concerns r, the number of representative
Web pages for each medical phrase (see the relevance score
method in Section 3.6). The default value of r is 1. We varied r
from 1 to 4. For the suggested 60 medical phrases, Figure 8 shows
the impact of r on the weighted average usefulness score. In
general, for a medical phrase, the higher-ranked representative
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4.4 Influence of Individual Techniques
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MedSearch incorporates several key techniques that distinguish
itself from existing medical Web search engines:
(1) Technique 1: Use the query rewriting method to rewrite long
queries into a moderate length.
(2) Technique 2: Use the pre-clustering method to diversify
search results.
(3) Technique 3: Use the relevance score method to rank the
suggested medical phrases.
In this section, we evaluate the impact of individual techniques on
the quality of search results using a set of experiments. In each
experiment, we dropped one of the above three techniques while
keeping the others intact. When Technique 1 is not used, all the
terms are kept in the query. When Technique 2 is not used, no
result diversification is performed. When Technique 3 is not used,
the tf×idf method described in Section 3.6 (i.e., ranking all the
medical phrases in the order that they are generated in the first
sub-step) is used to rank the suggested medical phrases.
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
all techs no Tech 1 no Tech 2 no Tech 3 baseline
Figure 10. Weighted average usefulness score
vs. used techniques (medical phrase).

For the returned top-20 Web pages and the suggested 60
medical phrases, Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the impact of the
used techniques on the weighted average usefulness score,
respectively. In both figures, “tech” stands for technique. “No
Tech i” (i=1, 2, 3) represents the case that Technique i is not used.
(Technique 3 has no impact on the returned Web pages and thus is
not shown in Figure 9.) Baseline represents the case that none of
the three techniques is used. The results clearly show that all the
techniques used in MedSearch are necessary. If any of them is not
used, the quality of search results degrades. Also, when all these
techniques are used together, MedSearch performs much better
than the baseline case: 30% improvement in the weighted average
usefulness score for returned Web pages, and 44% improvement

in the weighted average usefulness score for suggested medical
phrases.

4.5 Comparison with Existing Search Engines
In this section, we compare MedSearch with two state-of-theart medical Web search engines: Google Health [14] and
Healthline [16]. We exclude Curbside.MD [8] from the
comparison. Since Curbside.MD targets medical professionals and
only searches medical journal articles that are difficult for
ordinary searchers to understand, it receives unfair low scores
from layman users, which makes a direct comparison
inappropriate.
Recall that the query length limits for Google Health and
Healthline are 32 and 20 words, respectively [33, 16]. For each of
the 30 queries, we used our query rewriting method in Section 3.3
to select the top W terms with the largest tf×idf values. These W
terms were sent to both Google Health and Healthline as a
modified query to accommodate the query length limits. We
varied W from 5 to 20.
Google Health essentially only considers those Web pages that
contain all the terms in the query [6]. Since almost no Web page
contains all the W terms in the modified query, Google Health
barely returns any
8
result for the 30
queries. Healthline
6
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does not have this
Healthline
4
limitation. Figure 11
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Figure 11. Weighted average usefulness score
line represents the
vs. W (Web pages returned by Healthline).
performance
of
MedSearch using the default parameter values. Since longer
queries contain more useful information, the weighted average
usefulness score of Healthline increases with W. MedSearch
significantly outperforms Healthline, as Healthline does not
perform result diversification and the W≤20 terms in the modified
query of Healthline do not keep enough information (see Figure 3).
It is difficult to make a quantitative comparison between the
related medical phrases suggested by Healthline and those
suggested by MedSearch, as the output formats of these two
systems are completely different. Healthline classifies the
suggested medical phrases into several categories: broaden search,
narrow search, and related topics. There is no global ordering
among all the suggested medical phrases. For the 30 queries,
Healthline often suggests very few (e.g., two) medical phrases.
Even for the few queries that Healthline does suggest a reasonable
number of medical phrases, those suggested phrases are highly
redundant because Healthline does not perform result
diversification.
weighted average
usefulness score
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Figure 8. Weighted average usefulness
score vs. r (medical phrase).
the
MedSearch
parameters
has
a
sufficiently large safe range that allows MedSearch to reliably
achieve good performance. That is, the quality of search results is
insensitive to parameter changes in this safe range. However, if a
parameter value is outside its safe range, the quality of search
results may degrade.
7

5. CONCLUSION
This paper presents MedSearch, a specialized Web search
engine for medical information retrieval. It can help ordinary
Internet users throughout the entire process of medical treatment.
The design of MedSearch takes into consideration the unique
requirements of medical search. MedSearch supports queries
written in plain English, accepts long queries, provides diversified

search results, and suggests related medical phrases with proper
ranking and annotation. These features are attractive to ordinary
Internet users who have little medical knowledge and are
unfamiliar with medical terminology. Using medical questions
that people posted on a medical forum, our experiments show that
search result diversification and annotation significantly improve
user satisfaction. In addition, MedSearch can process long queries
at a speed comparable to that of traditional Web search engines in
processing short queries.
Consumer-centric medical search is a long-term direction of our
research. In iMed [53, 54, 55], we explored using a questionnairebased query interface with built-in medical knowledge to assist
medical information searchers. For future work, we will combine
the bests of MedSearch and iMed, and also study leveraging the
rich information in searchers’ electronic medical records.
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